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ISLAMIC
BA..NKING

Islamic Banking is designed to provide an introduction to Islamic banking and finance for
students at universities and similar tertiary institutions. This book is also a SOW'CC of general
understanding of the concept of Islamic banking and finance and it will be beneficent not only
for students but also for the laymen.

I believe that the approach to Islamic banking and finance taken in this book will provide
a solid foundation towards understanding the concept of Islamic finance. An effort has been
made to provide an overview of the principles of Islamic commercial law in business and
Islamic financial dealings.
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However, the challenges and problems that the Islamic banking system are filcing are .m.'CUIli!fld.
in this book to help the students appreciate the inherent complications assoeWed
economics in every business environment

HasslD1Jddeen Abdul Aziz, graduated with a B.A. (Honours)~
from the University Malaya in 1982. In 1987, he was awarded~
of Business Administration by the University of Rochester, Ne
He received a Master of Science (policy Economics) is 1
Ph.D. (Financial Economics) in 1998 from the Uni~ of _., .
Urbana-Champaign. Hassanuddeen consults and tra'
administrators in the private and public sectors on

management and finance. He teaches undergraduate and postgraduate
Corpo~ Finance, Financial Management, Islamic Banking and F'
Banking and Capital Markets as well as supervises researchby postgraciuatcstIIlleaitij
bas published widely in the areas ofmanagement, quality management

As in the conventional banking system, the Islamic banking system also has its SOW'CCS offunds
and various forms ofapplying these funds in order to generate reasonable profits and maximize
its shareholders' wealth. Students will be able to appreciate and acknowledge the inbenmt
equityofIslamic principles towards commercial and financial transactions. eedIess to say, it
our responsibility to educate and enlighten the younger generation about the veracity and
authenticity of Islamic ideologies and the undeniable fact that Islam is a complete way ef life.
The establishment ofthe institution ofIslamic Banking and Finance and its continualSUOc.elll.·
growth during the last four decades had proved beyond doubt that Muslims around the
can successfully develop a sound financial system without relying on the Westem M_lQ.~

system.

This book has been written with the objective ofconveying an understanding ofIslamic banking
and finance, without introducing unnecessary technical terminology and procedures. It was
written to develop a clear understanding of the prohibition ofRiM, the instruments orproducts
offered by Islamic banks, the contemporary approaches and practices across banks worldwide,
and the challenges and future prospects ofIslamic banking.
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